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Abstract

Eqations is a plugin for the Coq proof assistant which
provides a notation for defining programs by dependent
pattern-matching and well-founded recursion and derives
useful proof principles for demonstrating properties about
them. We present here an improved design and rewriting of
its implementation that avoids the use of axioms and reliance
on Ltac programming, providing a feature-rich function def-
inition package for Coq as a definitional extension to the
Coq kernel. At the core of the system is a simplifier for
dependent equalities that can be reused to define enhanced
versions of the dependent elimination tactics of Coq, namely
dependent destruction and inversion. We introduce ver-
ified optimizations of the simplifier that allow generating
smaller and simpler Eqations definitions and proof terms
for these tactics in general. We demonstrate the applicabil-
ity of the tool on a medium-sized example of a reflective
decision procedure.

Keywords Coq, dependent pattern-matching, proof assis-
tants

1 Introduction

Eqations is a tool designed to help with the definition
of programs in the setting of dependent type theory, as
implemented in the Coq proof assistant. Eqations pro-
vides a syntax for defining programs by dependent pattern-
matching and well-founded recursion and compiles them
down to the core type theory of Coq, using the primitive
eliminators for inductive types, accessibility and equality. In
addition to the definitions of programs, it also automatically
derives useful reasoning principles in the form of proposi-
tional equations describing the functions, and an elimination
principle for calls to this function. It realizes this using a
purely definitional translation of high-level definitions to
core terms, without changing the core calculus in any way.
This is to contrast with axiomatic implementations of depen-
dent pattern-matching like the one of Agda [16], where the
justification of dependent-pattern matching definitions in
terms of core rules is proven almost entirely internally as
in [4] but the core system is extended with evidence-free
higher-level rules directly, simplifying the implementation
work substantially.
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At the user level though, Eqations definitions closely
resemble Agda definitions, for example a typical definition is
the following, where we first recall the inductive definitions
of length-indexed vectors and numbers in a finite set indexed
by its cardinality.
Inductive vector (A : Type) : nat→ Type :=
| nil : vector A 0
| cons (a : A) n (v : vector A n) : vector A (S n).
Inductive fin : nat→ Set :=
| fz : ∀ n, fin (S n)
| fs : ∀ n, fin n→ fin (S n).
Equations nth {A n} (v : vector A n) (f : fin n) : A :=
nth (cons x ) (fz n) := x;
nth (cons ?(n) v) (fs n f ) := nth v f .
The nth function implements a safe lookup in the vec-

tor v as fin n is only inhabited by valid positions in v. The
conciseness provided by dependent pattern-matching nota-
tion includes the ability to elide impossible cases of pattern-
matching: here there is no clause for the nil case of vectors
as the type fin 0 is empty. Also notice the inaccessible ?(n)
annotation for the argument of the cons constructor in the
second clause: as it is uniquely determined to be equal to the
n argument of the fs constructor, it must be written as an
inaccessible pattern or a wildcard as in the first clause. From
this definition, Eqations will generate a function called
nth which obeys the equalities given by the user as clauses,
along with a few helper lemmas to work with this definition,
notably its associated elimination principle.

An issue of trust While the difference of viewpoint be-
tween Agda and Eqations might seem only aesthetic and
of little pratical relevance, this has far reaching consequences.
Software is subject to bugs, and any extension of the core
calculus of a proof assistant should be done with the utmost
care as the entirety of developements done with it rely on
the correctness of its kernel. Simplicity is hence a big plus
to have trust in a given proof assistant. There is not only
the possibility of bugs that we want to avoid, but, in partic-
ular in the case of dependent pattern-matching, there are
metatheoretical properties we want to ensure that are hard
to check if the calculus is extended with new rules. One such
property is compatibility with certain independent axioms
like uniqueness of identity proofs (hereafter, UIP, a.k.a Stre-
icher’s axiom K [9]) or the univalence principle [19]. These
two axioms are inconsistent in general.
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1.1 A short history of dependent pattern-matching

The first version of dependent pattern-matching was intro-
duced by Coqand in [7], axiomatically defining a notation
for dependent pattern-matching programs, and later refined
by McBride et al. [12], using a definitional translation, with
both systems assuming the UIP principle from the start. In [8],
dependent pattern-matching was explained in terms of sim-
plification of heterogeneous equalities which were defined
using the UIP principle (although, in his PhD [12], McBride
already hinted at the fact that a version using equality of
telescopes, potentially avoiding the use of UIP, would be
possible as well). Agda implements by default this notion of
dependent pattern-matching, assuming the K principle.

Comes the introduction of Homotopy Type Theory and
Univalence [17], whose central principle contradicts directly
the uniqueness of identity proofs principle. Informally, in
Homotopy Type Theory, one is interested in the higher-
dimensional structure of equality types, which are shown
to form weak ∞-groupoids [10, 20]. This is in direct con-
flict with the UIP principle which states, in terms of HoTT,
that every type is an HSet, otherwise said that the higher-
dimensional structure of identity at any type is trivial.

To remedy this conflict, and give a meaning to dependent
pattern-matching compatible with univalence, one has to
move to a view of heterogeneous equality which does not
rely on UIP. This can be done using telescopes, or the notion
of “path over a path”, easily encoded in pure type theory
using sigma types. This was done in [6] for an “axiomatic”
version implemented in Agda and [11] for a “definitional”
translation in Coq, which clearly circumbscribed the cases
where the UIP principle was necessary during compilation.
At this point, UIP, or the assumption that some type is an
HSet was necesary for the deletion rule (to dependently
eliminate an equality e : t = t ) and to simplify problems of
injectivity between indexed inductive types.

Since then, Cockx [5] introduced an alternative solution to
injectivity which can remove the later uses of the UIP princi-
ple, justified by reasoning on higher-dimensional equalities.
This ought to bring a happy conclusion to the ”--without-K”
story of Agda, which should enforce that UIP is not prov-
able and had a history of bug reports where proofs of UIP
were found repeatedly, fix after fix. This result should settle
these issues once and for all by providing a solid theoretical
background to the axiomatic dependent pattern-matching
implemented in Agda. However, note that even this last solu-
tion involves constructing “out of thin air” a substitution that
should come from a chain of computationally-relevant type
equivalences. While we were able to reproduce this result,
and checked the reasoning used to build this substitution,
any change to the core calculus implies a requirement of trust
towards its implementation, whose burden we avoid in the
case of Eqations by providing a definitional translation.

1.2 UIP versus Univalence

In practice both the UIP and the Univalence principle have
value. In a theory with UIP built-in, for example in a ver-
sion of the calculus of constructions with a definitionally
proof-irrelevant Prop (like in Lean [2]), one can formulate
dependent pattern-matching compilation by working with
equalities in Prop and freely use UIP to simplify any pattern-
matching problems. Moreover, this compilation is guaran-
teed to have good computational behavior as all the decora-
tion added by the compilation are proof manipulations that
are guaranteed to be computationally irrelevant by construc-
tion. In the setting of Coq, this has an impact on extraction:
extraction of definitions by Eqations when using the equal-
ity in Prop removes all the proof manipulations involved,
leaving only the computational content. This is important
in case one wants to actually compute with these defini-
tions or their extraction, e.g. through a certified compiler
like CertiCoq [1] that does erasure of proofs.

In contrast, Univalence forces to move to a proof-relevant
equality type (defined in Type) which cannot be erased, but
provides additional proof principles, like the ability to trans-
port theories by isomorphisms, and features like Higher
Inductive Types. It is hence useful to design the system so
that it is as agnostic as possible about the equality used.

1.3 Contributions

In its first version [18], the Eqations tool was relying on
heterogeneous equality (a.k.a. “John-Major” equality) to im-
plement the so-called “specialization by unification” [8] nec-
essary to witness dependent pattern-matching compilation.
It was also implemented in a rather prototypical fashion,
using large amounts of fragile Ltac definitions and tricks to
implement simplification.

In this paper, we present a new implementation of special-
ization based on dependent equalities which removes these
limitations and introduce a handful of new features which
make the tool more widely applicable and useful. Our main
contributions are:
• An extended source language for Eqations including
where nodes for defining subprograms. This allows in
particular the definition of nested well-founded recur-
sive functions on inductive families.
• A cleaner elaboration of Eqations definitions, avoid-

ing the use of a construction of [8] which was forcing
unnecessary applications of UIP. We also avoid the use
of proof-irrelevance for proving unfolding lemmas of
recursive definitions. The system is parameterized by
a logic definition so that it can use the logic in Prop,
to be used with the proof-irrelevance principle, or in
Type, for univalent settings.
• A new dependent pattern-matching simplification al-

gorithm, implemented in ML, and compatible with
both the UIP principle and univalence. This algorithm
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produces axiom-free proof terms to be checked by the
Coq kernel, and can be used independently from the
Eqations elaboration algorithm.
• An optimized compilation: by doing a first phase of

simplification of dependent pattern-matching prob-
lems before case-splitting, we produce smaller and
simpler proof terms.
• A new dependent elimination tactic. Based on this

compilation engine, which has a careful treatment of
names, we define a new dependent elimination tactic
that can advantageously replace the inversion and
dependent destruction tactics, letting the user spec-
ify cleanly the naming and ordering of branches when
applying eliminations on inductive families.

This new system is freely available1 and has been tested
on a variety of examples, including a proof of strong normal-
ization for predicative System F [11] and a reflexive tactic
for deciding equality of polynoms. Our personal experience
shows that the notational facilities provided by Eqations
definitions and the proof principles that are automatically
derived from them provide a comfortable and efficient frame-
work for dealing with complex definitions in the Coq proof
assistant. We are aiming to collect more opinions on the
subject from more varied audiences through the next experi-
mental release of Eqations.

Structure of the paper The paper is organized as follows:
in §2 we introduce the source language of Eqations and
present its architecture and its main features by way of ex-
amples. In §3 we recall the theory of dependent pattern-
matching compilation using equality of sigma types. In §4
we present our ML compiler and focus on how to deal with
the problematic rule of injectivity of constructors. In §5 we
develop an optimization of simplification that can reduce
term size and complexity of definitions, and in §6 we put
these together to produce a new dependent elimination tac-
tic. In §7, we take a new look at the treatment of structural
and well-founded recursive definitions in the new setting.
§8 provides a short walkthrough of an example of using the
new system to develop a reflexive decision procedure. Finally
we review related work in §9 and conclude.

2 Interpreting equations

The source language of Eqations is a declarative syntax
for stating the equations that a definition f should enjoy. The
main difference with usualCoq definitions is that the pattern-
matching construct (i.e. match) is implicit in the definition
of clauses for a given function f.

Notations and terminology We will use the notation ∆ to
denote the set of variables bound by an environment ∆, in the
order of declarations, and also to denote lists in general, usu-
ally separated by semicolons ;. An arity is a term of the form
1http://mattam82.github.io/Coq-Equations

Π Γ, s where s is a sort. A sort (or kind) can be either Prop
(categorizing propositions) or Type (categorizing computa-
tional types, like bool). An arity is hence always a type. We
will ignore universe levels throughout, but the system works
with Coq 8.6 featuring typical ambiguity and universe poly-
morphism, which we use to formalize our constructions. We
consider inductive families to be defined in a (elided) global
context by an arity I : Π ∆, s and constructors Ii : Π Γi , I t .
Although CIC distinguishes between parameters and indices
and our implementation does too, we will not distinguish
them in the presentation for the sake of simplicity.

The compilation process starts from a signature and a list
of clauses given by the user, as in the example nth above,
constructed from the grammar given in figure 1.

term, type t , τ ::= x | λx : τ , t | Πx : τ ,τ ′ | . . .
binding d ::= (x : τ ) | (x := t : τ )

context Γ,∆ ::= d
program proд ::= f Γ : τ := c
user clause c ::= f up n
user pattern up ::= x | C up | ?(t)
user node n ::= :=! x | with t := { c }

| := t where proд
| by rec x R := proд

Figure 1. Definitions and user clauses

A program is given as a tuple of a (globally fresh) identi-
fier, a signature and a list of user clauses (order matters). The
signature is simply a list of bindings and a result type. The ex-
pected type of the function f is then Π Γ,τ . Each user clause
comprises a list of patterns that will match the bindings Γ
and a right hand side which can either be an empty node
(:=! x), a with node adding a pattern to the problem, scruti-
nizing the value of some term t , a program node returning a
term t potentially relying on auxiliary definitions through
where clauses or a by rec x R node starting a well-founded
recursion on variable x using relation R.

Nested recursion As a first example of a complex Eqa-
tions definition, we define a function gathering the elements
in a rose tree. We define rose trees as trees whose nodes con-
tain lists of trees, i.e. forests.

Context {A : Type}.
Inductive rose : Type :=
| leaf (a : A) : rose | node (l : list rose) : rose.

This is a nested inductive type we can measure assuming a
list size function for measurings lists. Here we use the usual
structural recursion guardness check of Coq that can check
that this definition is terminating by unfolding the definition
of list size.

Equations size (r : rose) : nat :=
size leaf := 0; size (node l) := S (list size size l).
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However, if we want to program more complex recursions,
or rearrange our terms slightly, the limited syntactic guard-
ness check will quickly get in our way. Thanks to the where
nodes and support of Eqations for well-founded recursion,
we can define the following function gathering the elements
in a rose tree using nested recursion on the list. The function
is nesting a well-founded recursion inside another one, based
on the measure of rose trees and lists. No syntactic criterion
is used to ensure the termination of this definition. Note
that the auxilliary definitions type mentions the variable l
bound by the enclosing pattern-matching, to pass around
information on the size of arguments.

Equations elements (r : rose) : list A :=
elements l by rec r (MR lt size) :=
elements (leaf a) := [a];
elements (node l) := aux l
where aux x (H : list size size x ¡ size (node l)) : :=
aux x H by rec x (MR lt (list size size)) :=
aux nil := nil;
aux (cons x xs) := elements x ++ aux xs .

This kind of nested pattern-matching and well-founded
recursion was not supported by previous definition packages
for Coq like Function or Program. For now we will focus
on the compilation of pattern-matching only, coming back
to recursion in §7.

Searching for a covering

The goal of the compiler is to produce a proof that the user
clauses form an exhaustive covering of the signature, com-
piling away nested pattern-matchings to simple case splits.
As we have multiple patterns to consider and allow overlap-
ping clauses, there may be more than one way to order the
case splits to achieve the same results. We use inaccessible
patterns (noted ?(t)) as in Agda to help recover a sense of
what needs to be destructed and what is statically known
to have a particular value, but overlapping clauses force the
compilation to be phrased as a search procedure. As usual,
we recover a deterministic semantics using a first-match rule
when two clauses overlap.

program proд ::= (ℓp , Γ, rec?, spl )
recursion rec ::= wf(t ,R) | struct x
context map c ::= ∆ ⊢ p : Γ
pattern p ::= x | C p | ?(t)
splitting spl ::= Split(c, x, ((spl )?)n )

| Compute(c, ℓc , t ,proд∗)
label ℓ ::= ϵ | ℓ.n (n ∈ N)

Figure 2. Context mappings and splitting trees

The search for a covering works by gradually refining a
programming problem ∆ ⊢ p : Γ and building a splitting
tree. A programming problem, or context mapping (fig. 2),

is a substitution from ∆ to Γ, associating to each variable
in Γ a pattern p typable in ∆. We start the search with the
problem Γ ⊢ Γ : Γ, i.e. the identity substitution on Γ and the
list of user clauses. At each point during covering, we can
compute the expected target type of the current subprogram
by applying this substitution to its declared type τ . In [8]
and [18], a specific f comp constant was defined to keep track
of this type and communicate with tactics, however this
introduces unnecessary dependencies and we can do without
it. It makes the return type dependent on all arguments of f ,
which means they must all get specialized during dependent
eliminations, while this is not necessary in general.

The search for a covering and building of the splitting
tree is entirely standard and unchanged from the previous
version (one can refer to [18] for details), so we consider that
we are directly given a splitting tree corresponding to our
definition.

A splitting can either be:
• A Split(∆ ⊢ p : Γ, x, (s?)n ) node denoting that the

variable x is an object of an inductive type with n
constructors and that splitting it in context ∆ will gen-
erate n subgoals which are covered by the optional
subcoverings s . When the type of x does not unify
with a particular constructor’s type the corresponding
splitting is empty. Otherwise the substitution built by
unification determines the context mapping used in
each of the subcoverings.
• A Compute(∆ ⊢ p : Γ, ℓ, t ,w ) node, denoting a right-

hand side whose definition is t (of type τ [p]) under
some set of auxiliary local definitionsw . Both with and
where clauses are compiled this way. We will not delve
into the details of the compilation of with in this paper,
the reader can refer to [18] for a detailed treatment.
The where clauses directly translate to auxiliary local
definitions in this representation.

For each (sub)program (ℓp , Γ, rec?, s ), the optional rec an-
notation describes its recursive structure.
• A wf(t , R) annotation denotes an application of the

well-founded fixpoint combinator to define the rest of
the function ℓp described by s . The user has to specify
an homogeneous order relation R on the type of the
term t which can mention any of the variables in Γ.
We will describe this in more detail in section 7.
• A struct x annotation denotes a usual structurally

recursive fixpoint of Coq, where x is a single variable
declared in the context Γ.

3 Dependent pattern-matching

compilation recap

From the splitting tree representation of a program, we want
to obtain an actual Coq definition. To do so, we follow the
same schema as [8] and [18] with minor modifications. We
recall the main construction here.
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Packing inductives Before going further, we will simplify
our development by considering only homogeneous relations
between inductive families. Indeed we can define for any
inductive type Π ∆, I ∆ (any arity in general) a correspond-
ing closed type by wrapping the indices ∆ in a dependent
sum and both the indices and the inductive type in another
dependent sum.

Definition 3.1 (Telescope transformation). For any context
∆, we define packing Σ(∆) and unpacking Σ(∆, s ) by recur-
sion on the context.

Σ(ϵ ) = unit Σ(x : τ ,∆) = Σx : τ , Σ(∆)
Σ(ϵ, s ) = ϵ Σ(x : τ ,∆, s ) = π1 s, Σ(∆,π2 s )

This is what [5] denote as I, and provides a definition of the
“total space” described by a family in HoTT terms, using iter-
ated sigma types. We can automatically derive this construc-
tion for any inductive type using the Derive Signature for I
command. This provides in particular a trivial function to
inject a value in the signature:

signature pack : ∀∆(x : I ∆), Σi : −→∆ , I i

Deriving a few constructions

The dependent pattern-matching notation acts as a high-
level interface to a unification procedure on the theory of
constructors and uninterpreted functions. Our main building
block in the compilation process is hence a mechanism to
produce witnesses for the resolution of constraints in this
theory, that is used to compile Split nodes. The proof terms
will be formed by applications of simplification combina-
tors dealing with substitution and proofs of injectivity and
discrimination of constructors, their two main properties.

The design of this simplifier is based on the “specialization
by unification” method developed in [13, 14]. The problem
we face is to eliminate an object x of type I t in a goal Γ ⊢
τ potentially depending on x . We want the elimination to
produce subgoals for the allowed constructors of this family
instance. To do that, we generalize the goal by fresh variables
∆ (x ′ : I ∆) and an equation between telescopes asserting
that x ′ is equal to x, giving us a new, equivalent goal:

Γ,∆, x ′ : I ∆, Γ ⊢ (∆, x ′) = (ti , x) → τ (1)

We can apply the standard eliminator for I on x ′ in this
goal to get subgoals corresponding to all its constructors,
all starting with an equation relating the indices t of the
original instance to the indices of the constructor. We will
use the algorithm presented in sections 4 and 5 to simplify
these equations.

Apart from uses of the eliminator for equality, the sim-
plifier needs definitions for simplifying equalities between
constructors. We need a tactic that can simplify any equality

of the shape:

(ts,C t ) =Σi :∆, I ι (us,D u) (2)

Either giving us equalities between the arguments t and
u (injectivity) that can be further simplified or deriving a
contradiction if C is different from D (conflict). McBride et al.
[14] describe a generic method to derive such an eliminator
that can be adapted to work on telescopic equalities instead
of heterogeneous equalities ([5] describes it in detail). We
implement this construction as another Derive scheme in
Coq. For any (computational) inductive type I : Π Γ, Type, we
can use Derive NoConfusion for I to derive an instance of
the type class NoConfusionPackage(Σi : −→∆ , I i ) that provides
a proof of isomorphism of the two types:

∀ x y,NoConfusion (Σi : −→∆ , I i ) x y ≃ x =
Σi :−→∆, Ii y (3)

When x and y are of the shape in equation (2),
NoConfusion x y directly reduces to either True, False or
an equality between the arguments t and u. Note that we
cannot derive such a principle for families in Prop as this
would contradict proof-irrelevance: constructors of induc-
tives in Prop cannot be discriminated.

4 Crafting terms for Coq

In a first iteration of Eqations, the compilation of the
splitting tree to a Coq term was mostly done using tactics.
Specifically, the part about simplifying equations was imple-
mented by repeatedly matching the shape of the goal against
the conclusion of a list of lemmas.

Using Ltac has the advantage of being simple and eas-
ily readable. However, Ltac as a programming language is
not really convenient for our purpose. This is a logic pro-
gramming language with inherent backtracking capabilities
which are useless for us, and with an uncomfortable handling
of variables. Moreover, transmitting information between
the OCaml code generating a splitting tree and the tactics
compiling some parts of this tree is at best inelegant: the
previous solution was to generate goals that contained super-
fluous hypotheses with the missing information (for instance,
which variable we wish to eliminate). While this works, it
also results in a proof term polluted with this additional con-
text; we can also hope for an improvement in performances
with a more direct solution.

There are two more drawbacks that we wish to avoid:
• while manipulating the goal in Ltac, it is possible to

lose track of the way the context evolved, and plug the
rest of the proof incorrectly into the resulting term,
by swapping two variables with the same type for
instance. The fcomp trick used to let us keep track of
this evolution, but makes the goal more dependent
than it needs to be;
• Ltac and tactics in general do not allow a good enough

control over the terms we are building. Sometimes,
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we wish to eliminate a variable in a more subtle way,
instead of generating an equality for each index in
every case. We will develop this idea below.

In this section, we explain the simplification mechanism
we implemented in OCaml. The next section will describe
the elimination strategy that we implemented to produce
smaller and simpler terms.

4.1 Simplification, from L
tac

to OCaml

We implement simplification as a facility mostly independent
from Eqations, which is able to take a goal of shape u =
t → P under a context Γ, and attempts to eliminate the
equations u = t , either solving the goal or leaving P as a
subgoal after simplification. We provide an interface that
could be used from any other plugin, and a tactic which can
be used on any goal with the correct shape. Currently it
relies on inductive types and lemmas which are defined by
Eqations, such as sigma types, but it has been implemented
so as to be modular and will be made independent in the
future.

It works by applying a sequence of so-called simplification
steps. To each simplification step corresponds one OCaml
function which takes a goal Γ ⊢ τ and, if it succeeds, returns
a term c such that Γ ⊢ c : τ . Unless the goal was directly
solved, for instance when simplifying an equality between
two distinct constructors, the term c will contain exactly one
existential variable, which is returned as a subgoal Γ′ ⊢ τ ′
along with c . Therefore, if we know which simplification
steps to apply, it is just a matter of combining these simplifi-
cation functions.

A note on K There are two simplification steps which
make use of K on a given type: Deletion, as expected, and
NoConfusion which requires it on the indices of the induc-
tive type through the Pack step presented below. In both
cases, we do not actually require K directly, but decidable
equality at a specific term, that is ∀x, {x = t } + {x , t } for
some term t . We can find a proof of this fact by using the
typeclasses mechanism of Coq, and also derive it automati-
cally using a Derive EqDec for I command. If we can’t find
such a proof, there is an option to either admit it as an ax-
iom, or fail altogether. In all the examples presented here,
we only, if ever, use defined proofs of (pointed) decidable
equality. Definitions using K have a different computational
behavior and can get stuck on open terms, but as usual we
can still derive their equations and elimination principle.

Now we describe each simplification step in order. For
each one, we provide the shape of the goals to which it
applies, what the goal should look like after it is applied,
and anything else which might be relevant. Note that we
could also describe each step as an equivalence of telescopes,
as was done in [4] for instance; instead, we choose here

to show how it acts on a given goal, since we are directly
manipulating terms.

Each of these simplification steps apply under a certain
context Γ which we do not write most of the time because it
will not change. It is also good to keep in mind the equiva-
lence between an equality of telescopes, and a telescope of
equalities. This equivalence is made obvious in practice by
this first simplification step.

Remove sigma ∀ (e : (p, x) = (q, y)), P e becomes
∀ (e′ : p = q) (e : rew e ′ x = y), P (sigma eq e ′ e)

This step is trivial and only serves as a mechanical way to
ensure that the other simplification steps do not need to deal
with equality of telescopes but rather a (curried) telescope of
equalities. The function sigma eq combines the two previous
equalities into one well-typed equality between (p, x) and
(q, y), while rew (a.k.a. ap or subst) rewrites in the type of
x with the equality e′, it is just an application of J.

Deletion ∀ (e : t = t), P e becomes P eq refl.
This step requires K on the type of t, as described above.

Solution ∀ Γ, ∀ (e : x = t), P x e becomes
∀ Γ′, P t eq refl.

Here x has to be a variable which does not occur in t.
This step might require that we manipulate the environment
through strengthening. Strengthening is implemented as a
function which, from a context, a variable x and a term t,
computes a context mapping such that the resulting context
allows for a well-typed substitution of x by t, using J. This is
the only case where we need to move variables around in the
environment and doing it in OCaml allows us to correctly
keep track of each variable thanks to this context mapping.

True and False ∀ (e : True), P e becomes P I
∀ (e : False), P e becomes solved

This step is trivial, but is required to solve some goals
produced by the NoConfusion step.
The last steps are all used to solve the problem of dealing
with the injectivity and disjointness of constructors.

4.2 Focus on NoConfusion

Since the NoConfusion step is the trickier one, we show in
more details what happens when the simplification mecha-
nism encounters an equality between constructors. We will
split this step in three parts: Pack, NoConfusion and Un-
pack and will follow a simple example to explain it.

Let us consider the context Γ = (A : Type) (n : nat) (x y :
A) (v w : vect A (S n)) and the goal:

Γ ⊢ cons x v = cons y w → vect A n

where vect is the same inductive type of length-indexed lists
as in the introduction. First, as we define NoConfusionPackage
on a homogeneous type, we need to pack the values with
their indices.

6
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Pack ∀ (e : C t = D u), P e becomes
∀ (e : (idxt , C t) = (idxu, D u)), ind pack inv P e

where the type of C t is I idxt and the type of D u is I idxu .
In other words, idxt and idxu are the indices of Ct and Du.

This step requires K on the type of the indices of the in-
ductive type. There is room for improvement by adapting
the ideas of [4], as we underline in the last section of this
paper.

The function ind pack inv is an opaque function which
goes back to the original equality between the values in
the inductive family; it will also serve as a marker that a
NoConfusion step is in progress. This way, the equality
does not get mixed in the goal and we can make sure to
simplify ind pack inv properly once e is eliminated.

In our example, the index is in nat, which enjoys K. After
this step the goal becomes:

Γ ⊢ ∀(e : (S n, cons x v ) = (S n, cons y w )),

ind pack inv (vect A n) e

NoConfusion ∀ (e : (idxt , C t) = (idxu, D u)), P e

becomes:
• ∀ (e : t = u), P (noConf inv e) if C and D are the

same constructor;
• solved if C and D are distinct constructors.

To implement this step, we use the NoConfusionPackage
class that we are able to derive automatically (see section
3). The equality between t and u is, in general, an equality
between telescopes, which will then be further simplified;
when it is fully simplified, e and noConf inv e will reduce
to eq refl.

Following the example, we get this goal:

Γ ⊢ ∀(e : NoConfusion (S n, cons x v ) (S n, cons y w )),

ind pack inv (vect A n) (noConfusion inv e )

As NoConfusion is applied to constructors, it is convertible
to:

Γ ⊢ ∀(e : (S n,x ,v ) = (S n,y,w )),

ind pack inv (vect A n) (noConfusion inv e )

We end up with a telescopic equality at the head, which we
can recursively simplify to unify its left- and right-hand sides.
If the constructors were distinct, for instance cons and nil,
then the application of NoConfusion would instead reduce
to False, leading to a trivial absurdity.

Let us assume we have performed the unification of the
equality at the head and get, for instance:

(A : Type) (m : nat ) (y : nat )
⊢ ind pack inv (vect Am) (noConfusion inv eq refl)

Unpack ind pack inv P eq refl becomes P eq refl
A simple step, closing the overall process ofNoConfusion.

In practice, we now rely on the fact that noConfusion inv
applied to eq refl reduces to eq refl to conclude and get the
final goal after unification:

(A : Type) (m : nat ) (y : nat ) ⊢ vect Am

4.3 A simplification tactic

During the compilation of the splitting tree, when we split
a variable, we end up with an equality of telescopes to sim-
plify. We can run this simplification machinery on it, by using
an inference mechanism which looks at the head of the cur-
rent goal to choose which step to apply. The simplification
part of Eqations is modular, and can be easily plugged
into an independent tactic which performs simplification on
an arbitrary goal, either by choosing automatically a step to
apply, or by letting the user specify which sequence of steps
should apply.

For instance, with a goal such as S n = S m → n = m, one
could use this simplification tactic and write simplify ${→}
to end up with m = m as goal through a NoConfusion step
and a Solution step. The current syntax, which is subject to
change, uses→ and← for a Solution step to the right or to
the left, − for Deletion and ${. . . } for NoConfusion.

Since the NoConfusion step requires to simplify the equa-
tions it generates, it is natural to have a nested syntax for
this step. It is also possible to let the module decide which
step to apply by using one of the inference rules: ? to let
it infer one step, and ∗ to let it fully simplify a telescopic
equality.

5 Smart case

One of the core mechanisms of Eqations is the ability to
eliminate properly a dependently-typed variable. While a
mechanical way to do it has been explained by Goguen et
al., we might want to be more clever if we are producing an
actual proof term to be used by Coq.

The goal of this section is to explain how, from a context
Γ0 (x : I t )Γ1, we produce a Coq term which eliminates x. The
result will look like the following:
match y as y' in I u ′ return ∆ → t = u ′ → T

with ...

end ∆ eq refl

where (y : I u) is some fresh variable that is introduced
to generalize x and ∆ is a list of variables from the initial
context which need to be cut.

To simplify the presentation, we will be quite liberal with
the notations in the following paragraphs, freely using a
context as the telescope of its types, the telescope of its
variables, or just a list of its variables.

From telescopes to elimination Let us consider some con-
text Γ0 (x : I t )Γ1, where t : τ are the indices of the variable
that we wish to eliminate. The straightforward way to do so,
as explained with equation (1), is the following:

7
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1. Introduce fresh binders for new indices, a new induc-
tive value and an equality.
Γ0 (x : I t )Γ1 (u : τ ) (y : I u) (e : (t ,x ) = (u,y))

2. Eliminate the fresh variable y using its dependent elim-
inator. This produces one branch for each constructor
of the inductive type I. In the branch for construc-
tor Ci : ∀Ti , I ui , the indices u and the variable y are
instantiated according to the arity of Ci, and fresh
constructors arguments a are introduced.

Γ0 (x : I t )Γ1 (a : Ti ) (e : (t ,x ) = (ui ,Cia))

3. Simplify the equality e, effectively unifying x with Ci a
if it succeeds positively, or directly solving the goal if
it succeeds negatively.

The elimination of y is performed, in Coq, by the produc-
tion of a match which would look like this:
match y as y' in I u ′ return (t, x) = (u ′, y) → T

with ...

end eq refl

Therefore, we need to eliminate each equality one by one,
while we could leverage the way Coq type-checks a match

to remove some of these equalities. The goal is to produce a
smaller and simpler term when possible, and especially to
have less rewriting on types in our terms.

To do so, we will start from the context after generalization
Γ0 (x : I t )Γ1 (u : τ ) (y : I u) (e : (t ,x ) = (u,y))

Recall that an equality of telescopes is equivalent to a tele-
scope of equalities where each one can depend on the previ-
ous ones.

Γ0 (x : I t )Γ1 (u : τ ) (y : I u) (e1 : t1 = u1)e2 . . . en

We will then perform a Solution step on some of the
equalities ej that will be chosen according to two criteria
explained later, while maintaining this general shape for the
telescope:

Γ(u : τ ) (y : I u)∆e
where e is a telescopic equality (possibly empty) which is
some subset of the initial equality, and ∆ is a list of variables
from the initial context called the cuts. All these Solution
steps are performed in OCaml directly on the telescope, and
will keep producing telescopes which are equivalent to the
first one.

Finally, from a telescope with this shape where we have
maintained y fully generalized, we can eliminate y by pro-
ducing a match which has the announced shape:
match y as y' in I u ′ return ∆ → e → T

with ...

end ∆ eq refl

where the cuts are applied to the match. In each branch of
the match, we still have to simplify the remaining telescopic
equality to finish the unification.

There are two kinds of equalities that we will simplify
early in this fashion: homogeneous equalities and equalities
on variables on which nothing depends.

Homogeneous solutions Firstly, we consider in order each
element of (t ,x ) to see if we can directly resolve the corre-
sponding equality in e . We will do so for some term tj in the
telescope if the following are true:
• tj is a variable;
• tj did not appear anywhere in the previous indices

nor in the parameters of the inductive type (linearity
criterion);
• the type of tj does not depend on an index that we can-

not remove from the telescope (dependency criterion).
If all these criteria are true, then we can apply a Solution
step to the selected equalities from left to right. Indeed, each
equality will be homogeneous by the time we want to resolve
it – thanks to the dependency criterion – and the term on
the left will be a variable from the initial indices – thanks to
the linearity criterion.

Note that it is always possible to apply a Solution step as
long as one of the sides of the equality is a free variable, but
we only want to do so on some selected equalities that will
make our term simpler. In this case, as we are just manip-
ulating a telescope, we can directly perform the Solution
step on the telescope.

Recall that we start from a telescope with the following
shape:

Γ(u : τ ) (y : I u)∆e0 (e : x = uj )e1
If we have chosen to solve the equality (e : x = uj ), then
we move x and anything that depends on it after y and
its indices. We can perform this permutation because the
linearity criterion ensures that x is a variable not in (u,y).

Γ′(u : τ ) (y : I u) (x : τj )∆x∆e0 (e : x = uj )e1
It is possible that x was already in ∆, for instance if it de-
pended on a previously solved equality. In this case we just
don’t need to move it.

Then we move the equality (e : x = uj ) right after the dec-
laration of x. We can do so because the dependency criterion
ensures that this equality is homogeneous, that is it does not
depend on any equality in e0 .

Γ′(u : τ ) (y : I u) (x : τj ) (e : x = uj )∆x∆e0e1

Finally, we can apply a Solution step on e.
Γ′(u : τ ) (y : I u)∆x [x := uj ]∆e0e1[x := uj , e := eq refl]
We end up again with a telescope which has the shape

that we want to maintain, and can keep on solving the other
equalities that we selected.

Clearing variables The second kind of equalities that we
wish to solve early are equalities on variables in the telescope
on which nothing depends. We will solve these equalities
even if they are not homogeneous yet. Indeed, since nothing
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depends on them, this will just be like removing the corre-
sponding variable from the context, without introducing any
complication.

Again, we start from a telescope with the following shape:
Γ(u : τ ) (y : I u)∆e0 (e : rew e0 x = uj )e1

where rew e0 x performs rewriting in the type of x through
the equality of telescopes e0 . Indeed, this time, we allow e to
be dependent on the previous equalities; the only condition
is that x is a variable and nothing depends on x and e in e1
or the (elided) goal.

Since nothing depends on x, we can move its declaration
right before e.

Γ′(u : τ ) (y : I u)∆e0 (x : τj ) (e : rew e0 x = uj )e1
If x was in ∆ instead of Γ, it does not change anything.

Finally, we can perform a Solution step on e.
Γ′(u : τ ) (y : I u)∆e0e1

This effectively clears x from the context at no cost. We
end up again with a telescope which has the shape that we
want to maintain, and can keep on clearing other variables
in the same way if possible.

Implementation details First of all, the order in which
we solve equalities by applying these two optimizations is
not a pure left-to-right order as when Eqations is building
a splitting tree. As a consequence, it can happen that the
context that we get after elimination of a variable is different
in the compiled term and in the splitting tree. More precisely,
since we have still performed the same unification steps, just
in a different order, the two contexts will be a permutation
of each other.

To recover a correct term, we compute a context mapping
corresponding to the operations performed during the smart
case and the simplification – which has the added benefit of
making sure everything we do is well-typed – and match it to
the context mapping from the splitting tree. We can deduce
from these a permutation of context that we can apply in
the term being produced.

We do not use the same strategy to produce the splitting
tree and to compile a term for two main reasons:
• the implementation used to build the splitting tree is

kept very close to the simple and mechanical way of
eliminating a variable that was originally described;
• the second optimization relies not only on the current

context, but also analyzes the current goal to determine
if a variable has dependencies.

It is also necessary to underline a drawback of the first
optimization. It is responsible for the presence of the cuts ∆,
which were empty originally. These are variables whose type
is ”rewritten” definitionally, through the use of the return

clause of the match. This is not an actual problem as long
as the guard condition of Coq is able to track well enough
these variables. On this subject, this work helped uncover

a case where the guard condition was not liberal enough in
tracking the subterm relationship. For more details, see the
relevant pull-request2.

6 A dependent elimination tactic

Since eliminating a dependently-typed variable is at the
core of Eqations, we can reuse its splitting mechanism
to provide a dependent elimination tactic which allows a
fine-grained control over the depth of the elimination, the
names of any bound variable and the order of the clauses.

Consider that the current goal is Γ ⊢ τ , and we want to
eliminate a variable x of type I t from context Γ. We start
with a list of patterns, corresponding to the different cases
of this elimination. The user can provide such patterns, or
the tactic can generate some default patterns as follows.

Each pattern is meant to correspond to one possible case
of the elimination. In the simplest case, there is one pattern
for each constructor of the type I, with one variable for each
argument of the constructor. In some cases, there can be less
patterns if some branches are impossible, or more if the user
wants to do deep pattern-matching on some arguments of a
constructor.

In any case, for each patternp, the tactic produces a simple
list of patterns:
• for each variable in context Γ which is not x, the asso-

ciated pattern is the variable itself;
• for the variable x, the associated pattern is p.

To each list of patterns, we associate a right-hand side made
of a program node := ?e with a hole ?e as a term.

We have a type and a list of clauses, this a problem that
we can give to Eqations, resulting in a term which has the
correct type, and produces a subgoal for each hole that we
put as right-hand sides of clauses. The user can then go on
with proving each subgoal.

Below we provide a simple example using this dependent
elimination tactic to prove the transitivity of the ≤ relation
on the type fin n of sets {1 . . .n}.

We define ≤ by fz ≤ i and i ≤ j → fs i ≤ fs j.
Inductive fle : ∀ n, fin n→ fin n→ Set :=
| flez : ∀ n (j : fin (S n)), fle fz j
| fles : ∀ n (i j : fin (S n)), fle i j → fle (fs i) (fs j).
We will need a no-confusion principle for fin, which we

derive automatically.
Derive NoConfusion for fin.
We could prove the transitivity of the relation fle by defin-

ing a recursive function with Eqations, but here we will in-
stead define a Fixpoint and use the dependent elimination
tactic that we provide.
Fixpoint fle trans {n : nat} {i j k : fin n}

(p : fle i j) (q : fle j k) {struct p} : fle i k.
2https://github.com/coq/coq/pull/920
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Proof.
We use the dependent elimination tactic to eliminate p,

providing a pattern for each case. We could also let Eqa-
tions generate names for the bound variables.

dependent elimination p as [flez n′ j | fles n′ i j p].
1: apply flez.

We know that q has type fle (fs ) k. Therefore, it cannot
be flez and we must only provide one pattern for the single
relevant branch.

dependent elimination q as [fles i′ j′ q].
The end of the proof is straightforward. We can check that

this definition does not make use of any axiom, contrary to
what we would obtain by using dependent destruction.

7 Recursion

Eqations allows the user to define recursive functions ei-
ther through the use of structural recursion, or by providing
a well-founded relation for which an argument decreases,
through the by rec t R annotation.

Structural orwell-founded The most direct way to define
a recursive function is to just reuse the name of the function
in any right-hand side of a clause. In this case, the user relies
on Coq’s guard condition to check that the definition is
correct. While the implementation of the guard condition
has been adapted over the years to try and allow as many
safe cases as possible, it is still obviously an approximation
and may fail in some legitimate cases. This is aggravated by
the fact that Eqations uses a lot of rewriting, making the
job of the guard condition checker that much more difficult.
In many cases everything works as expected, but sometimes
it (apparently) diverges because it must unfold definitions or
it fails to track the subterm relation correctly in the term due
to rewritings (applications of J) or cuts. Indeed a problematic
case appears when the subterm is abtracted in branches
of a match, as mentionned earlier. Eqations provides an
automatic derivation of the well-foundedness of the Subterm
relation to handle these cases where the guardness check
fails. It can also be the case that the recursion is simply not
structural and the user wants to use well-founded recursion.

Well-founded functions are defined as usual, except Eqa-
tions will afterwards ask the user to prove some obligations
about the well-foundedness of the relation, and that the
arguments decrease according to the given order for each
recursive call, like Program or Function.

Unfolding When a well-founded recursive function f is
defined, Eqations also builds an unfolded version of the
function called f unfold, whose equations are the same as f,
with any recursive call replaced by a call to f. Hence, f unfold
represents the 1-unfolding of f . Eqations then proves auto-
matically, by following the structure of the splitting tree, that
f and f unfold coincide at any point. The content of f unfold
is easier to manipulate than f because the ”recursive” calls do

not need to include the proofs that the recursive arguments
decrease and it does not include an application of the well-
founded recursion combinator: i.e. it is really non-recursive.
The unfolding lemma for any function f has the following
type, where f is directly an application of the well-founded
recursion combinator FixWf:

∀∆, f ∆ = f unfold ∆ (4)

Using this lemma, we can also express cleanly the elimination
principle of f , abstracting away from the proofs used to prove
its termination. See [18] for details on this construction.

Accessibility is proof-irrelevant Using the folklore result
that constructive accessibility as defined in Coq is proof-
irrelevant, we can prove equation 4 using only the functional
extensionality axiom (this is required to show that Acc is
proof-irrelevant already). Hence, our proofs of unfolding for
well-founded recursive definitions must rely on the func-
tional extensionality axiom. This is the only axiom used by
Eqations now. Note that in a system with definitional proof
irrelevance, this axiom would disappear. Finally, the presence
of this axiom is not problematic in practice, as anyway the
unfolding behavior of well-founded fixpoints on open terms,
even assuming a closed well-foundedness proof, makes it
difficult to handle during proofs and users tend to resort
to unfolding lemmas instead. Note also that the unfolding
lemma and the elimination principle allow reasoning on a
recursive function even if its termination proof has not been
provided, i.e. if it was itself admitted as an axiom.

8 Evaluation and examples

As an example of a successful use of well-founded recur-
sion with Eqations, we formalized the normalization of
Leivant’s predicative System F through hereditary substitu-
tion. The details can be found in [11].
Eqations allows us to properly separate the computa-

tional content of the function, and the logical parts such as
the proof of its termination and the proof of its correctness.
As such, the extracted version of the normalization function
ends up being very close to what we would have written
naturally in OCaml. The function, written in the source lan-
guage of Eqations, is also easy to read and understand,
with all the logical components being proved afterwards
through the use of Coq’s obligations.

8.1 A reflexive tactic using dependent types

To showcase the fact that the system allows to define com-
putational functions on dependent types, we present here
excerpts of the development of a reflexive tactic for solving
polynomial equations. This example is derived from a so-
lution provided by a student to a Coq project assignment.
The original solution used an earlier version of Eqations
already but not all its features which we present here.
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The goal of this exercise was to develop a reflexive tac-
tic for proving boolean tautologies, by reflecting them into
the set of multivariate polynomials over Z. The complete
annotated proof script is available on the web3, among other
examples, we encourage readers to follow the rest of the
section by running it, we extracted this section of the article
from that file.

8.1.1 Multivariate polynomials

Using an indexed inductive type, we ensure that polynomials
of Z[(Xi )i ∈N] have a unique representation. The first index
indicates that the polynom is null. The second index gives
the number of free variables.
Inductive poly : bool→ nat→ Type :=
| poly z : poly true O
| poly c (z : Z) : IsNZ z→ poly false O
| poly l {n b} (Q : poly b n) : poly b (S n)
| poly s {n b} (P : poly b n) (Q : poly false (S n)) :

poly false (S n).
• poly z represents the null polynomial.
• poly c c represents the constant polynomial c where
c is non-zero (i.e. has a proof of IsNZ c).
• poly l n Q represents the injection of Q, a polynomial

on n variables, as a polynomial on n+1 variables.
• Finally, poly s P Q : poly (S n) represents P +Xn ∗Q

where P cannot mention the variable Xn but Q can
mention the variables up to and including Xn , and the
multiplication is not trivial as Q is non-null.

These indices enforce a canonical representation by order-
ing the multiplications of the variables. A similar encoding
is actually used in the ring tactic of Coq.
Derive Signature NoConfusion Subterm for poly.
In addition to the usual eliminators of the inductive type

generated by Coq, we automatically derive a few construc-
tions on this poly datatype, and the mono datatype that
follows, that will be used by the Equations command:
• Its Signature: as described earlier (§3), this is the pack-

ing of a polynomial with its two indices, a boolean and
a natural number in this case.
• Its NoConfusion property used to simplify equalities

between constructors of the poly type (equation 3).
• Finally, its Subterm relation, to be used when perform-

ing well-founded recursion on poly.

8.1.2 Monomials

Monomials represent parts of polynoms, and one can com-
pute the coefficient constant by which each monomial is
multiplied in a given polynom. Again the index of a mono
gives the number of its free variables.
Inductive mono : nat→ Type :=

3http://mattam82.github.io/Coq-Equations/examples

| mono z : mono O
| mono l : ∀ {n}, mono n→ mono (S n)
| mono s : ∀ {n}, mono (S n)→ mono (S n).
Our first interesting definition computes the coefficient in

Z by which a monomial m is multiplied in a polynomial p.

Equations get coef {n} (m : mono n) {b} (p : poly b n) : Z
:= get coef m p by rec (pack m) mono subterm :=

get coef mono z poly z := 0%Z ;
get coef mono z (poly c z ) := z;
get coef (mono l m) (poly l p) := get coef m p;
get coef (mono l m) (poly s p ) := get coef m p;
get coef (mono s m) (poly l ) := 0%Z ;
get coef (mono s m) (poly s p1 p2) := get coef m p2.

The definition can be done using either the usual struc-
tural recursion of Coq or well-founded recursion. If we use
structural recursion however, the guardness check will not
be able to verify the automatically generated proof that the
function respects its graph, as it involves too much rewriting
due to dependent pattern-matching. We could prove it us-
ing a dependent induction instead of using the raw fixpoint
combinator as the recursion is on direct subterms of the
monomial, but in general it could be arbitrarily complicated,
so we present a version allowing deep pattern-matching and
recursion. Note that this means we lose the definitional be-
havior of get coef during proofs on open terms, but this
can advantageously be replaced using explicit rewrite calls,
providing much more control over simplification than the
reduction tactics, especially in presence of recursive func-
tions. The get coef function still uses no axioms, so it can
be used to compute as part of a reflexive tactic for example.

We want to do recursion on the (dependent) m : mono n
argument, using the derived mono subterm relation, which
expects an element in the signature ofmono, { n : nat&mono
n }, so we use pack m to lift m into its signature type (pack
is just an abbreviation for the signature pack overloaded
constant defined in §3).

The rest of the definition is standard: to fetch a monomial
coefficient, we simultaneously pattern-match on the mono-
mial and polynomial. Note that many cases are impossible
due to the invariants enforced in poly and mono. For exam-
ple mono z can only match polynomials built from poly z
or poly c, etc.

8.1.3 Two detailed proofs

The monomial decomposition is actually a complete charac-
terization of a polynomial: two polynomials with the same
coefficients for every monomial are the same.

Theorem get coef eq {n} b1 b2
(p1 : poly b1 n) (p2 : poly b2 n) :
(∀ (m : mono n), get coef m p1 = get coef m p2)→
(b1 ; p1) = (b2 ; p2) :¿ { null : & poly null n}.

Proof with (simp get coef in *; auto).
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Throughout the proof, we use the simp tactic defined by
Eqations which is a wrapper around autorewrite us-
ing the hint database associated to the constant get coef:
the database contains the defining equations of get coef as
rewrite rules that can be used to simplify calls to get coef
in the goal.
intros Hcoef .
induction p1 as [ | z Hz | n b p1 | n b p1 IHp q1 IHq ]
in b2, p2, Hcoef ⊢ *;

[dependent elimination p2 as [poly z | poly c z i] |
dependent elimination p2 as [poly z | poly c z i] |
dependent elimination p2 as

[poly l n b′ p2 | poly s n b′ p2 q2] ..].
We first do an induction on p1 and then eliminate (depen-

dently) p2, the first two branches need to consider variable-
closed p2s while the next two branches have p2 : poly (S
n), hence the poly l and poly s patterns. The elided rest of
the tactic solves simple subgoals.

We now focus on the case for poly l on both sides. After
some simplifications of the induction hypothesis using the
Hcoef hypothesis, we get to the following goal:

(b, b′ : bool) (n : nat) (p1 : poly b n) (p2 : poly b′ n)
IHp1 : (b; p1) = (b′; p2)
============================
(b; poly l p1) = (b′; poly l p2)

The IHp1 hypothesis, as a general equality between de-
pendent pairs can again be eliminated dependently to substi-
tute b′ by b and p2 by p1 simultaneously, using dependent
elimination IHp1 as [eq refl], leaving us with a trivial sub-
goal. The next step is to give an evaluation semantics to
polynomials. We program eval p v where v is a valuation
in Z for all the variables in p : poly n.
Equations eval {n} {b} (p : poly b n) (v : Vector.t Z n) : Z

:= eval p v by rec (pack p) poly subterm :=
eval poly z nil := 0%Z ;
eval (poly c z ) nil := z;
eval (poly l p) (cons xs) := eval p xs;
eval (poly s p1 p2) (cons y ys) :=

(eval p1 ys + y × eval p2 (cons y ys))%Z .
Again we are using well-founded recursion on p using the

subterm order. It is quite clear that two equal polynomials
should have the same value for any valuation. To show this,
we first need to prove that evaluating a null polynomial
always computes to 0, whichever valuation is used. This is a
typical case where the proof directly follows the definition of
eval. Instead of redoing the same case splits and induction
that the function performs, we can directly appeal to its
elimination principle using the funelim tactic.
Lemma poly z eval {n} (p : poly true n) v : eval p v = 0%Z .
Proof.
funelim (eval p v); [ reflexivity | assumption ].

Qed.

This leaves us with two goals as the true index in p implies
that the poly c and poly s clauses do not need to be consid-
ered. We have to show 0 = 0 for the case p = poly z and eval
q v = 0 for the poly l recursive constructor, in which case the
conclusion directly follows from the induction hypothesis
correspondinng to the recursive call. The second subgoal is
hence discharged with an assumption call.

Using Eqations, we can define more complex defini-
tions on our polynomials, ultimately equipping poly with
the structure of a ring. We stop our presentation here, but the
reader can refer to the online version to finish the example.
It culminates in a reflexive tactic that can solve tautologies
in Heyting or Classical boolean algebras.

9 Related and Future Work

Cockx and Devriese [5] present an improvement on the sim-
plification of unification constraints for indexed datatypes
avoiding more uses of K that we are hoping to integrate
in our algorithm. We reproduced its proof in Coq and are
looking at ways to integrate it during simplification.

The technique of small inversions [15] is an alternative
way to implement dependent eliminations, that is restricted
to linear cases.

The equation compiler of Lean [2] is similar to our system.
As mentioned in the introduction, pattern-matching compi-
lation is simplified by using definitional proof-irrelevance. It
also supports well-founded recursion using a fixpoint combi-
nator and inference of the well-founded relation (op. cit. §8.4),
but does not derive the corresponding elimination principle,
only the unfolding equation.

The Function package [3] of Coq also provides support
for deriving an eliminator from a well-founded definition and
also proves the completeness of the graph that we currently
lack. It is also clever about handling overlapping or default
branches in pattern-matchings, providing a graph that corre-
sponds more closely to the shape of the definition entered by
the user. We leave to future work a refinement of the splitting
tree structure to handle a similar optimization when typing
constraints allow it. The main advantage of Eqations is
that it allows definitions by dependent pattern-matching and
recursion schemes that Function cannot handle.

Conclusion

This article presents an enhanced design and implementation
of the prototype described in [18]. While the interface has
only been extended to support where clauses, the most cru-
cial changes are in the way dependent pattern-matching is
compiled, moving from heterogeneous equality to equalities
of telescopes, and implementation-wise the development
of a mostly independent optimized simplifier that can be
reused for implementing a dependent elimination tactic. We
hope to have demonstrated its usefulness on a medium-sized
example.
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